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Introduction

Military training is the acquisition and 
development of a collection of physical and 
psychological attributes required in order to 
undertake waging war tasks [1] . The training 
curriculum for armed officers conceptually 
involves some forms of gradual exposure to a 
contextual environment in which basic skills, 
ideally learned in benign surroundings, can be 
applied in a more hostile setting [2]. In a battle 
scenario, military commanders must be able to 
visualize the battlefield in order to understand 
the changing situation. Better visualization, 
based on the most complete information, leads 
to better understanding of the situation and 
better decisions about what actions to take 
[3]. However, visual perception is rarely a true 
reflection of an object’s physical characteristics 
but often biased by the spatial contexts 
surrounding the object [4], thus the ability of 
resisting illusion is of great significance for an 
individual, particularly for a gunner.

The Müller-Lyer illusion is a classical 
perception test which lies in the subject’s 
judgment between two parallel lines that 
have the same size, one terminated with 
outward-pointing arrowheads, and the other 
with inward ones. The Brentano or combined 
form of this illusion is one version which uses 
three fins along the shaft and brings about a 
misjudgement of the subjective center. In this 
case, one half of the line with outward-pointing 
fins seems to be compressed whereas the 
other half with inward-pointing fins seems to 
be expanded (Figure 1). Some theories have 
been used to explain the misperceptions of 
the Müller-Lyer illusion, including strategic 
elements [5] and physiological mechanisms 
such as the lateral inhibition within the cortex 
[6], and optical blurring [7]. Coren additionally 
proposed an efferent theory to explain the 
illusion, which describes a motoric interaction 
of the response on visual impression in 
consciousness [8]. The Müller-Lyer illusion 
continues to attract empirical and theoretical 

interests due to its exemplar status for 
demonstrating the mismatch between “reality” 
and perception that can occur in everyday 
visual processing [9].

In normal people, the Müller-Lyer illusion 
has been used to influence the perception 
of target location in the context of manual 
aiming [10-12]. Normal personality traits, 
on the other hand, have been shown to 
influence the perception of the illusion [13,14]. 
In personality evaluations, the Zukerman-
Kuhlman Personality Questionnaire (ZKPQ) is an 
instrument designed to describe the five-factor 
model of the individual trait structure [15], 
which measures Impulsive sensation seeking, 
Neuroticism-anxiety, Aggression-hostility, 
Activity and Sociability. The questionnaire 
might be used to characterize people who 
display different illusion perceptions.

Bearing the above documentation in mind, 
one might raise a question whether in male 
participants who have higher traits of Impulsive 
sensation seeking [16], Aggression-hostility or 
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antisocial trend [17], might be found more 
specifically in military men, or the relationship 
between personality traits and the illusion 
perception would be clearer. Therefore, in the 
current study, we have hypothesized that (1) 
military male soldiers are more resistant to 
illusion than the male university students; (2) 
the resistance to illusion is associated with 
lower Impulsive Sensation Seeking, lower 
Neuroticism-Anxiety and lower Aggression-
Hostility traits, especially in military men.

Methods

Participants
The study was conducted in male participants 
only: 103 military men (mean age 20.15 years 
old with 1.54 S.D., age range 17 to 25 years) and 
104 university students (mean age 19.77 ± 1.83; 
age range 18 to 28). Their mean ages were not 
significantly different from each other (t = 1.62, 
p = 0.107). The military men were recruited 
from a military station, who had experienced 
shooting training of up to three months. The 
students were recruited from a university, 
and they also had experienced some military 
training (including shooting) for two weeks at 
the very beginning of their university life. The 
visions of the military men were normal, and of 
students were normal or corrected to normal. 
All participants were physically healthy, free 
from any psychiatric or neurological disorders, 
and were abstained from alcohol or other 
psychotropic medication for 72 hours prior 
to the test. The study protocol was approved 
by the Medical Ethics Committee of School 
of Public health, Zhejiang University and all 
participants had given their written informed 
consents. For participants of 17 years old, we 
have obtained the written informed consent by 
their next of kin, through a surrogate consent 
procedure, regarding participating in our study.

Measures
Participants completed the following three 
questionnaires in a quiet room.

A. The Zuckerman-Kuhlman Personality 
Questionnaire [15]. The test includes five 
dimensions: (a) Impulsive sensation seeking (19 
items); (b) Neuroticism-anxiety (19 items); (c) 
Aggression-hostility (17 items); (d) Activity (17 

items); and (e) Sociability (17 items). One point 
is given to each chosen item corresponding 
to personality traits. In this questionnaire, 
ten items of another scale of dissimulation 
(infrequency or lie) were randomly inserted 
into the test body. Any score above 3 on 
the infrequency scale suggests that either 
inattention to the content of the items and 
acquiescence or a very strong social desirability 
set; therefore, the infrequency scale was used 
as a test validity indicator for individuals. The 
ZKPQ has proven to be reliable in Chinese 
culture [18].

B. The Plutchik - van Praag Depression 
Inventory (PVP)[19]. This test was developed 
on the basis of depressive symptoms often 
described in mental disorders, and each of 
its 34 items has three scale points (0, 1, 2) 
corresponding with increasing depressive 
tendencies. Participants have “possible 
depression” if they score between 20 and 25 
or “depression” if they score above 25. The 
inventory has proven to be reliable in Chinese 
culture [20].

C. The Brentano version of the Müller-Lyer 
illusion. In the present study, the formation 
was based on two equal segments of 3.5 cm 
long, the fins were shorter lines (0.5 cm) of a 
45º (ingoing) or 135º (outgoing) angle (Figure 
1). The changing forms of the illusion were 
reflected in two conditions. In one condition, 
the left segment was closed and the right 
open, the length of the left segment was 
always fixed as 100%, the shortening of the 
right segment was successively in a scale of 
1% to 32% (i.e., 99% to 68%, LCRO-StoL-32, 
Figure 1a) or the elongating of the right was 
of 1% to 5% (i.e., 101% to 105%, LCRO-EtoR-5, 
Figure 1b). Similarly, in another condition, the 
left segment was open and the right closed, the 
length of the left segment was always fixed as 
100%, the shortening of the right segment was 
successively in a scale of 1% to 5% (i.e., 99% to 
95%, LORC-StoL-5, Figure 1c) or the elongating 
of the right was of 1% to 32% (i.e., 101% to 
132%, LORC-EtoR-32, Figure 1d). The rationale 
to select 1-32% of change was based on Weber’s 
Law of the just noticeable difference [21]. 
Altogether, 74 compositions of the modified 
Brentano version of the Müller-Lyer illusion, 
together with the two original compositions 

(altogether 76), were randomly listed on four 
A4 size papers, one below the other, with an 
equal space in between. All lines were drawn 
in black against a white background. The 
subjects were asked to judge whether the left 
segment was shorter than, equal to or longer 
than its adjacent right segment in length in a 
composition. If a participant had made three 
consecutively incorrect judgments in a row 
(i.e., the participant had perceived an illusion 
three consecutive-times in a row) in a given 
condition from LCRO-StoL-32, LCRO-EtoR-5, 
LORC-StoL-5, or LORC-EtoR-32, we considered 
the answers to the questionnaire as invalid 
and the respective data from that individual 
was disregarded. If a participant had made two 
consecutively correct judgments in a given 
condition, we would take the value which was 
closer to 100% as the misperception magnitude 
of that individual. The closer to 100% the 
misperception magnitude a participant 
identified, the stronger ability he held to resist 
the illusion. In other words, for elongating 
condition (LCRO-StoL-32 and LORC-EtoR-32, 
Figure 1a,d), the more extension to the right 
side, the weaker ability to resist the illusion; and 
for shortening condition (LCRO-StoR-5, LORC-
StoL-5, Figure 1b,c), the more shrinkage to the 
left, the weaker ability to resist the illusion.

Statistics
The mean ages and PVP scores in the two 
groups were analyzed by the independent 
Student t test. The mean percentages of 
misperception magnitude and the mean 
ZKPQ scale scores were analyzed by two-way 
ANOVA followed by the post-hoc Student t 
test plus the Bonferroni correction. In addition, 
the Spearman rank order correlation test was 
applied to analyze the relationships between 
ZKPQ, PVP scale scores and the misperception 
magnitudes of the Müller-Lyer illusion. The 
alpha level of significance was set at 0.05.

Results

The mean PVP scores in the two groups were 
statistically similar (military men, 9.50 ± 4.55 
vs. students, 8.25 ± 4.95; t = 1.89, P = 0.061; 
95% CI: -0.06 ~ 2.55). Individual PVP data have 
shown that all participants had scored less than 
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20. There was however, a significant difference 
between the ZKPQ trait scores in the two 
groups (F[1, 205] = 4.653, MSE = 61.414, P = 
0.032). The military group scored significantly 
lower on Impulsive Sensation Seeking (P = 
0.035, 95% CI: -1.92 ~ -0.07), but higher on 
Aggression-Hostility (P = 0.000; 95% CI: 1.06 
~ 2.41) and Sociality (P = 0.000, 95% CI: 0.87 
~ 2.69) (Table 1). There was also a significant 
difference regarding the misperception 
magnitude of the Müller-Lyer illusion between 
the two groups (one-way ANOVA, F[1,77] = 9.21, 
MSE = 53.45, P = 0.003). Military men displayed 
significantly lower mean LORC-EtoR-32 value 
(less prolonged or more approaching to 100%, 
123.13; P = 0.046, 95% Confidence Interval (CI): 
-3.85 ~ -.03) than students did (125.07) (also see 
Table 1).

In the military group, ZKPQ Impulsive 
Sensation Seeking was positively correlated 
with LORC-EtoR-32 (n = 103, r = 0.36, P < 
0.01), and negatively with LCRO-StoL-32 (r 
= -0.26, P < 0.05); Neuroticism-Anxiety was 
negatively with LCRO-StoL-32 (r = -0.35, P < 
0.01); and Aggression-Hostility was positively 
correlated with LCRO-EtoR-5 (r = 0.25, P < 0.05). 
In students, Activity was positively correlated 
with LCRO-StoL-32 (n = 104, r = 0.28, P < 0.05) 
(Table 2).

Discussion

Compared with students, military men scored 
significantly lower on the ZKPQ Impulsive 
Sensation Seeking, but higher on Aggression-
Hostility and Sociality, and displayed less 
misperception magnitude to the Brentano 
version of the Müller-Lyer illusion (in the 
LORC-EtoR-32 condition), which supported 
our first and partly our second hypotheses. In 
military men, the Impulsive Sensation Seeking, 
Neuroticism-Anxiety and Aggression-Hostility 
traits were respectively correlated with the 
misperception magnitudes of the illusion in 
different manners; while in students, Activity 
was correlated with the magnitude of the 
LCRO-StoL-32 condition. This was the first study 
using the continuous changing forms of the 
Brentano version of the Müller-Lyer illusion to 
correlate the illusion misperception magnitude 
with the personality trait.

Previous researches of the five-factor model of 
personality have shown some pronounced traits, 
such as neuroticism and conscientiousness in 
trained or being trained military men [22]. In our 
study using the alternative five-factor model, the 
Impulsive sensation seeking was lower in military 
men, which was in line with the self-discipline 
and military bearing of soldiers associated with 
commendations [23]. In this sense, we might 
speculate that the compliance and the planning 
ahead gained through the military life result in 
less impulsivity and lower Impulsive sensation 

seeking. However, our results were contradictory 
with a previous investigation showing that the 
policemen displayed higher Impulsive sensation 
seeking trait [24]. The differences might be 
caused by the fact that the policemen were 
not military men, and that the control group 
recruited in Próchniak [24] was lower risk-taking 
individuals. Thus, the controversies between this 
study and ours need to be clarified further.

On the other hand, the military men are 
trained to show their aggression outward and 
their obedience and compliance with rules 

Table 1. Scale scores (Mean ± S.D.) of the Zuckerman-Kuhlman Personality Questionnaire and the misperception 
magnitude (in %) of the Müller-Lyer illusion in military (n= 103) and student (n = 104) groups.

Military Students

The Zuckerman-Kuhlman Personality 
Questionnaire

Impulsive sensation seeking 8.22 ± 3.24 9.22 ± 3.50*

Neuroticism-anxiety 6.79 ± 3.58 7.03 ± 3.63

Aggression-hostility 6.46 ± 2.58 4.72 ± 2.37*

Activity 7.93 ± 3.16 7.77 ± 3.37

Sociability 8.94 ± 2.98 7.16 ± 3.63*

The Illusion Misperception Magnitude

LCRO-StoL-32 76.48 ± 5.97 77.00 ± 6.41

LCRO-EtoR-5 101.18 ± 0.65 101.13 ± 0.57

LORC-StoL-5 98.89 ± 0.53 98.92 ± 0.45

LORC-EtoR-32 123.13 ± 4.85 125.07 ± 5.79*

Note: * p < 0.05 vs Military; for full explanations of LCRO-StoL-32, LCRO-EtoR-5, LORC-StoL-5 and LORC-EtoR-32, 
please see text and Figure 1.

Table 2. Correlation matrix between scales of the Zuckerman-Kuhlman Personality Questionnaire and the 
misperception magnitude of the Müller-Lyer illusion in military and student groups.

LCRO-StoL-32 LCRO-EtoR-5 LORC-StoL-5 LORC-EtoR-32

Military (n = 103)

Impulsive sensation seeking -.26* .16 -.07 .36*

Neuroticism-anxiety -.35* .05 -.14 .11

Aggression-hostility -.11 .25* .02 -.05

Activity .05 -.08 -.17 -.02

Sociability .10 -.02 .14 .03

Students (n = 104)

Impulsive sensation seeking .06 -.12 .16 .10

Neuroticism-anxiety .09 -.15 .03 -.12

Aggression-hostility .11 .11 .04 .01

Activity .40* .01 .12 -.19

Sociability .04 .17 -.05 -.02

Note: *, p < 0.05; for full explanations of LCRO-StoL-32, LCRO-EtoR-5, LORC-StoL-5 and LORC-EtoR-32, please see 
text and Figure 1.
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inward [25], which might partly be the reason 
that they displayed pronounced Aggression-
hostility trait in the present study. Again in 
Oltmanns et al. (2004)’s study, some soldiers 
had higher antisocial traits which influenced 
their later military life. Regarding the higher 
Sociability in military men found in our study, 
there was no direct evidence supporting the 
outcome in the literature. There was, however, 
one study showing that more outgoing 
individuals would like to be recruited as 
policemen [26], which might help to explain 
the higher Sociability trait found in our military 
men.

Interestingly, we found a lower magnitude 
of LORC-EtoR-32 misperception in the military 
men, which signified that their ability to resist 
the illusion was enhanced. Again, there is no 
direct literature-comparison available to this 
finding. The obligatory military training might 
be one of the reasons, since the shooting 
training in policemen resulted in increased 
pointing accuracy [27]. Military training in the 
open field is often connected with different 
environment conditions, which might assign 
more cortical adjustments in military men. 
This physiological-related postulation is 
in line with the lateral inhibition theory of 
illusion perception [6]. On the other hand, 
the LORC-EtoR-32 misperception magnitude 
was positively correlated with the Impulsive 
sensation seeking in military men, indicating 
that the lower Impulsive sensation seeking 
decreased the misperception magnitude of the 
illusion. The correlation was in line with a study 
showing that the sensation seeking trait was 
negatively correlated with soldiers’ perception 
of situation structure in a military environment 
[28]. Moreover, higher attention-manipulation 
reduced the susceptibility of the Müller-Lyer 
illusion in normal people [7].

In military men, the Neuroticism-anxiety was 
negatively correlated with the misperception 
magnitude of LCRO-StoL-32 condition, 
indicating that higher anxiety increased the 
misperception of the illusion. The correlation 
was inconsistent with the similar Neuroticism-
anxiety scores in the two groups, but up to 
the present there is no plausible explanation 
for it, although the different military training 
experiences in the two groups might contribute 

to the correlation. However, this outcome 
was in accordance with that participants with 
higher anxiety making more errors in the 
illusion perception [29], and with policemen 
with higher anxiety displaying less shooting 
accuracy [30]. We also found that Aggression-
hostility was positively correlated with the 
misperception magnitude of LCRO-EtoR-5 in 
soldiers, indicating that higher Aggression-
hostility trait was associated with decreased 
magnitude of misperception of the illusion. 
Although there lacks a direct literature support, 
two lines of evidence might support our 
finding, i.e., the patients with autistic diagnosis 
or with higher autistic score had displayed less 
susceptibility to the illusion [31,32], and most 
patients with autism presented aggressive 
behaviors [33].

Different from that in the military men, 
Activity was positively correlated with the 
misperception magnitude of LCRO-StoL-32 
in students, indicating the higher the Activity 
the greater the resistance to the illusion. The 
correlation was again inconsistent with the 

similar Activity scores in the two groups, but up 
to the present there is no plausible explanation 
for it either, and we might speculate further 
that it was partly due to the less military 
training experience in students. Nevertheless, 
one study has shown that academically 
stimulated students show more activity, and 
mobilized them to strive, change, and elevate 
self-perception [34], which might imply that 
they had paid more attention to the academic 
performance probably including the illusion 
perception. Indeed, the hyperactive boys were 
more resistant to the Müller-Lyer illusion [35].

One should also notice the limitations of 
the current study. Firstly, we only included 
male participants, our results therefore lack 
a generalizability across genders. Secondly, 
the sample sizes of our study were relatively 
small, and the results should be further-
validated by other independent laboratories 
worldwide, for instance, we only detected 
one significant illusion perception difference 
(out of four structures) between the two 
groups, and only five significant correlations 

Figure 1. The Brentano version of the Müller-Lyer illusion (with left segment always fixed to 100% in each com-
bination): a, left segment closed, right open, and right segment can be shortened to the left side from 99% to 
68% (in 1% step, altogether 32 combinations), called LCRO-StoL-32; b, left segment closed, right open, and right 
segment can be elongated to the right side from 101% to 105% (in 1% step, altogether 5 combinations), called 
LCRO-EtoR-5; c, left segment open, right closed, and right segment can be shortened to the left side from 99% 
to 95% (in 1% step, altogether 5 combinations), called LORC-StoL-5; d, left segment open, right closed, and right 
segment can be elongated to the right side from 101% to 132% (in 1% step, altogether 32 combinations), called 
LORC-EtoR-32.
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between illusion perceptions and personality 
traits (altogether 40 relationships) among 
the two groups. Thirdly, we did not notice 
the detailed military training information, 
so its exact contribution to the current 
results remains unsettled. Nevertheless, we 
have demonstrated that the military men 
had pronounced personality traits, some of 
which were correlated to the misperception 
magnitude of the Müller-Lyer illusion. Future 
studies might direct a search for the high-
level or cognitive factors toward the illusion, 
concerning both personality (for instance, 
all traits including sociability) and physical 
training in normal people and in military 
men.
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